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cut was made the gauge went right into the first cut. In four or five turns you'd cut
to the right depth. The ice plow had teeth, each a little bit longer than the one
behind. You didn't plow through. The ice would probably be 24 inches deep. You left
ice on the bottom so the horses and the men could work on the surface. If the ice
wasn't that thick perhaps you'd plow only 6 inches. And you wouldn't cut too much
ahead because water in the cuts would freeze again. To prevent that, after they
made the cut they'd caulk it with shavings of ice • ''sed a caulking iron • and that
kept water from getting in. They had handsaws with curved handles for cutting
through the rest of the way. Then they'd break off the cakes as they needed them.
(The tool for this was called an ice buster, a big crowbar with a flat section about 18
inches long, 1/2 inch thick, beveled at the end to a sharp edge.) You'd have to bust
out the first block. That gave you the surface. Then you'd break out each block  • it
would break square in frosy weather • and the block would be floated around with
poles to a wooden chute sloping up out of the water. The horses would pull it up
with a rope sling. Earle Embree: Last? Well, I guess it would last. They put marsh
hay or old hay over the top of it. And all through the summer we used to go down
and get our ice for our iceboxes at home. They'd dig that ice out in blocks, with
busters, and put it in a chute that run, yes, 2000 feet from where the ice house was.
You could walk down the main street and see the ice going do m the chute and into
the freezer down at the wharf, where it was ground up and put in the holds of the
trawlers and the fishing schooners that were going to the Grand Banks freshfishing.
When they caught their fish they packed it in the hold with this crushed ice. Now for
instance in the trawler there were steel posts on two sides from the deck down to
the bottom of the hold. The posts were built with four slots on each side. And they
had boards four to four and a half feet long they slid down into the slots to make
bins. And they put the fish in there and iced them as they put them in. They'd have
cod all in one and haddock in another, flounder in another and they'd have halibut
in another. And that ice would last, because the hold was closed in and they'd have
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